
Sculpture – Shaping Art

by Andrea Brandl

The artistic work of Barbara Szüts is complex: it covers not only
sculpture made of aluminium, steel, copper or volcanic rock but
also drawing, painting and light sculptures. The scope of her
sculptural work ranges from monumental objects in public
space, such as the sculpture made of tubes placed on the square
in front of the Cologne Town Hall (1991) or the figurative instal-
lation focussing on the centre of a roundabout at Kölner Tor in
Attendorn (1999) to a
small sculpture which
appears to be sparkling
and beaming despite its
minimised format. 

The painter and sculptor
is fascinated by motion
as a basic artistic princi-
ple in the form of virtual
lines in space. The line
had already started to
become important in her
series of paintings in the
mid-Eighties, at a time when the native Austrian was a student
of Fine Art at the University of Applied Arts in Vienna. In 1987,
after she had moved to Cologne, her adopted home, she star-
ted to produce carved wall objects made of plastics, which she
called epigrams. On the basis of the figure she consequently
developed a repertoire of autonomous forms which can be cha-
racterised as ciphers and sculptural abbreviations. In her works
Joseph Beuy´s much-quoted credo: "A drawing is the extension
of a thought" or "Thinking itself is a sculptural process" beco-
mes tangible. For the classic idea of sculptural work simply des-
cribing three-dimensional works of art has long since ceased to
be a principle of universal validity.

Let us recall the art of the 1950s, where representational sculpt
ure by Arp, Brancusi, Laurens or Picasso gave way to more
abstract shapes and designs, for example through the aesthetic
concept of informal art as created by Hans Hartung, Bernhard 
Heiliger or Brigitte Meier-Denninghoff. However, as was the case 

with painting, the artistic lang-
uage of the informal, often des-
cribed as "amorphous calligra-
phy" went through a process of
harmonisation which eventually
degenerated into form without
content and rapidly lost its
momentum. Nevertheless one
can detect a certain stylistic affi-
nity with artistic expressions of
that time in Barbara Szüts’
works entitled "Modul Paint",
painted on paper around 1999.
For the most part single broad
brushes of paint make for
expansive bands floating on a bluish background and seemingly
delving into the depth of the paper. Comparable to the way in
which the curved surface of Szüts’ sculptures reflects light at dif-
fering angles, the lines of these bands are accentuated with light

and dark contrasts – just in
those places where the
artist applies black more
strongly or uses a wiping
effect to bring out the
white of the paper. These
gestural paintings are cha-
racterised by the fact that
they correspond with
Barbara Szüts height and
mirror the energy of her
internal courses of motion
by the flow of the strokes of
her brush thereby creating a
psychograph of the artist.
The paintings have a
bridging purpose in both

meanings of the word and should be understood as preliminary
explorations of or rather approximations to their final sculptural
form. 
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The streaming of energy is consistently at the centre of her
sculptural works. Digitised courses of movements and lines serve
as a basis for the final form of her ‘modules’, as she simply calls
them. Hence the idea of wavy movements of microsystems or
the rhythm of musical compositions seemed to suggest itself. In
her essay The Art of Fugue Sabine Schütz called her works Music
For The Eye, which is a witty title indeed, and she explains:
"Having grown up in a musical environment, interaction with
music has always come very naturally to her [Barbara Szüts]. In
fact music is inseparable from her life and greatly influences the
artistic realm of her imagination. Inspired by the well-structured
nature of Bach’s compositional style, she was not only fascina-
ted by the experience of listening to the "Fugue", but above all
by its visual graphic appearance – its musical score.”

In 1998 Barbara Szüts started to work on her cycle on Bach’s Art
of Fugue and one sculpture of it is installed in the courtyard of
Building I of the Cologne City Administration. During the first
stage of sculptural transformation the artist moulds handmade
maquettes and models from aluminium sheets with which she
can try out  spacial effects and combinational possibilities in all
their versatility before commencing large-scale works.
"Shimmering elongated, folded or bent tin strips are transfor-
med  into slim, upward-rising formations full of spirit and vitali-
ty, with the use of special tools," describes
Sabine Schütz melodiously. The sculptor trans-
forms musical vibrations into sculptural shape.
At the same time the constructive principle,
which maintains the static support of the
forms, is also about the process of growth,
shown by the ascending and descending of a
line or by the bending to one side.

Despite their minimalistic reduction Barbara
Szüts creates seemingly physical and highly
aesthetical silhouettes, which in my personal
opinion are a tangible experience to the viewer:
gently moving waves, branches swaying in the
wind or dancing lovers. The works which get
their inspiration from architectural motifs are
also particularly appealing as in the case of the
Cologne Chartusian monastery of St. Barbara. There, the artist
transformed the elegant stone tracery windows of the Gothic
building into spring steel objects, which she placed in the cour-

tyard (Modul K, 1996). It is precisely due to the arrangement of
this single autonomous form into groups of two or three that
the particular tension of
this ensemble is intensi-
fied. At the same time
you can find contempo-
rary two-dimensional
paintings in the niches of
the church windows cor-
responding with the
three-dimensional sculp-
tures in the atrium. All
these elements and the
architecture, existing for
centuries, merge into an
artistic whole.

A very impressive example of Barbara Szüts’ artwork is the
recent artistic re-design of an overgrown courtyard on Isola
Bella, an island in Lago Maggiore. The badly weathered man-
sonry represents a wonderful contrast to the luxuriant and free-
ly spreading vegetation and the metal band with its several shiny
parts, giving unique splendour to this place.The steel object
seems to exist within the location as a living plant because it not

only passes along the ground but also appears
to grow up the wall. Entering rays of sunshine
give life to the rigid material by light and sha-
dow plays while the surroundings are reflected
in the shining surface. The work of art and
unspoilt nature fuse into unity.

The art forms of Barbara Szüts are full of poe-
try and their gentle dynamism is able to infect
the viewer. The silhouettes – particularly those
with open structures – invite people intuitively
to build new forms in their imagination. Let us
enjoy this sensory experience!
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